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1. Introdu tion

This spe ial issue olle ts revised and extended versions of papers presented at
the Spe ial Tra k on Un ertain Reasoning held at the 12th International FLAIRS
Conferen e1 . These papers represent an interesting trend in papers submitted to
the Spe ial Tra k as well as reasoning under un ertainty in general. This is the
trend towards ombining probability with elements of other te hniques from arti ial intelligen e, su h as lassi al and non- lassi al logi s, geneti algorithms, and
ma hine learning.
The Spe ial Tra k on Un ertain Reasoning has been held at FLAIRS annually
sin e 19962;3;4. It was founded by Eri Neufeld, and for the rst four years was
haired by him in onjun tion with Ahmed Taw k and, later, Simon Parsons. The
aim of the Spe ial Tra k is spe i |to provide a forum for the presentation and
dis ussion of new ideas about reasoning under un ertainty, espe ially those that
are e le ti , in the sense of drawing on a number of di erent approa hes from the
un ertainty anon, and innovative, in the sense of breaking new ground rather than
being tweaks on existing ideas. This is a rather bold aim has been a hieved, and
the tra k has witnessed a good number of high quality original papers5 .
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The story of probabilisti reasoning in arti ial intelligen e is a onvoluted one.
When resear hers in arti ial intelligen e rst realised that representing and reasoning with un ertainty was an important, indeed ne essary, task probability was,
in many ways, an obvious hoi e as a basis for doing this. The theory had been
around in one form or other sin e the time of Lapla e (his \Philosophi al Essay
on Probabilities" dates from 1795), and, as a result, there was a huge literature
on probability and statisti s. However, probability did not t neatly with the prevailing orthodoxy in arti ial intelligen e at the time, whi h was to use rst order
logi or produ tion rules as the basis of any knowledge representation, despite some
attempts to bridge this gap6;7 . In addition, many people had reservations about
the amount of data whi h was required in order to build probabilisti models, and
the subsequent omputational expense of updating these during inferen e, whi h
ould only be resolved with unrealisti independen e assumptions. The result was
a side-lining of work on probabilisti reasoning from the mainstream of arti ial
intelligen e resear h.
The e e t of this side-lining was threefold. First, there was a general move
away from work on un ertainty, or at least numeri al approa hes to dealing with
it, in favour of te hniques su h as nonmonotoni reasoning, for whi h the \golden
age" oin ides losely with the era of probability theory's relative unrespe tability
(despite the su ess of probability as a way of a ounting for defeasible reasoning
in general8 ). Se ond, many people who were still onvin ed that un ertainty was
an important topi turned to the use of alternate numeri al al uli su h as fuzzy
sets9 , Dempster-Shafer theory10 , or ertainty fa tors11 . The third e e t was to
make those people who still believed that probability was a viable te hnique, if not
the only te hnique for handling un ertainty, redouble their e orts to show that it
ould be useful12 .
The eventual out ome of this latter strand of work, albeit after some years toiling
in obs urity, was the eld of Bayesian Networks13;14 . Bayesian networks not only
revolutionised the area of reasoning under un ertainty, but played a major role in the
rise of probability theory to respe tability within mainstream arti ial intelligen e.
The nal proof of this new respe tability for those still s epti al might well be the
Award for Resear h Ex ellen e presented to Judea Pearl, the ar hite t of Bayesian
networks, at the 1999 International Joint Conferen e on Arti ial Intelligen e (the
most important event in the arti ial intelligen e alendar). Possibly even more
telling is the growth in papers on the subje t and the number of invited talks
given by people from the Bayesian networks ommunity to mainstream arti ial
intelligen e events.
Bayesian networks, of ourse, provide an alternative metaphor for knowledge
representation and reasoning from that provided by logi , and for many years it
was work on getting this right| nding ways to represent new types of information
and me hanisms for improving the speed of inferen e|that dominated work in the
eld. However, this is no longer the ase. As resear hers be ome ontent that
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the underlying representational and omputational ma hinery is e e tive, they are
looking at wider issues. One su h issue is that of using ma hine learning te hniques
to help onstru t the networks, thus bypassing the knowledge a quisition bottlene k
of determining all the relevant onditional independen ies that need to be known
to build a network. Another issue is that of applying probability, in a broad sense,
to problems in areas of arti ial intelligen e outside of the traditional remit of
reasoning under un ertainty, and of applying te hniques from those other areas in
probabilisti reasoning. It is this hybridisation between probability and other areas
of arti ial intelligen e whi h is the subje t of this issue and whi h leads us to use
the term \Hybrid probabilisti reasoning".
3. The papers

This issue ontains ve papers:
 Non-determinism and un ertainty in the situation al ulus, J. Pinto, A. Ser-

nadas, C. Sernadas, and P. Mateus;

 A fa torized representation of independen e of ausal in uen e and lazy prop-

agation, A. L. Madsen and B. D'Ambrosio;

 Dire ting geneti algorithms for probabilisti reasoning through reinfor ement

learning, X. Zhong and E. Santos Jr;

 Committees of learning agents, L. Asker, M. Danielson, and L. Ekenberg; and
 On proofs in System P, S. Parsons and R. A. Bourne.

All are examples of hybrid probabilisti reasoning, though the degree of hybridisation varies. Pinto et al. illustrate what we all strong hybridisation. The paper takes
the situation al ulus15 , a lassi work of arti ial intelligen e and the rst attempt
to solve the frame problem, and adds ideas from probability theory to extend the
representational range of the formalism. We all this \strong hybridisation" be ause
of this big gain in representational power. Without the use of probability (or some
other un ertainty formalism), the situation al ulus would be unable to apture
the kind of statisti al events that Pinto et al.'s formalism an deal with. Similar
strong hybridisation is dis ussed in the paper by Parsons and Bourne. Their work
is based on System P16 , a logi al approa h to default reasoning that was given a
probabilisti interpretation by Pearl13 and Adams17 . In this ase the hybridisation
onsists of making the probabilities asso iated with the default on lusions expli it,
thus ombining the default reasoning me hanism of System P with a me hanism for
establishing exa tly how likely on lusions are to hold.
In ontrast to these papers on strong hybridisation, the remaining papers are
what we term weak hybridisation . We distinguish weak hybridisation by the fa t
 There
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the degree of hybridisation, and there is no suggestion that strong hybridisation is somehow better
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that the hybridisation does not make it possible to do new things, but allows those
things whi h an already be done to be done faster, or better, than before. For
example, the paper by Zhong and Santos deals with belief revision in Bayesian
networks. This is a pro ess whi h is well understood, and for whi h algorithms
already exist (for example those given by Pearl13 ). However, the general problem is
known to be NP-hard, and so Zhong and Santos have looked at the use of geneti
algorithms to improve the eÆ ien y of the belief revision pro ess. In parti ular,
their paper explores the use of reinfor ement learning to lassify Bayesian networks
in order to guide the use of geneti algorithms to perform more eÆ ient belief
revision than is possible using geneti algorithms more naively.
Hybridisation between probabilisti te hniques and ma hine learning te hniques
is also the on ern of Asker et al.. Their paper investigates the use of de ision
theory to identify severe problems in power plant operation. De isions are made
on the basis of a set of lassi ers, and the lassi ers are trained using te hniques
from ma hine learning. On e again it would be possible to do this without the
hybridisation sin e the lassi ers ould be onstru ted on the basis of expert opinion
rather than on the basis of training data. However, the use of ma hine learning
te hniques makes it possible for the lassi ers to evolve over time, providing a more
robust solution. The nal paper in the issue is that by Madsen and D'Ambrosio.
This hybridises the use of lazy propagation18 and fa torized representation19 to
permit more eÆ ient inferen e in Bayesian networks than is possible using either
approa h on its own.
These papers, then, tap some of the possibilities in the area of hybrid probabilisti reasoning. Future FLAIRS Spe ial Tra ks will doubtless see others.
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